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AURA 2K17

By Ronit Chakraborty, II Year, BA Journalism

IFIM College conducted its annual inter-college fest ‘AURA 2K17’ from March 3-4,
2017 in a grand scale at the college premises. The two-day stretched event called
out students from other colleges setting up many exciting events to display their
talents and win splendid prizes. The gates were thrown open for the aspiring participants from different colleges of the city.
The inauguration ceremony took place in the college auditorium. Introductory
speech for the occasion was delivered by Mannat Gill, second year, BBA student.
Japan Shah of first year student, BBA introduced Prof. M. S. Lakshmi Narayanan,
CAG, IFIM Institution, who was the Guest of Honor. A detailed description about
AURA 2K17 was given by Prof. Swarnika Dixit to the gathering. The inaugural
ceremony ended with the vote of thanks given by the conveners of the event, Prof.
Bhavesh Kumar. Immediately after the inaugural ceremony, the major stream
events like Management, IT, Commerce and Journalism were conducted in the
scheduled classrooms. The day included various competitions set up and conducted by the students of IFIM and got a good response.
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The stage events such as mad-ads, solo and group dance, battle of bands, fashion
show, etc. were organized post 5 p.m. These events took the crowd by awe and the
amphitheatre had audience cheering the participants.

By Ronit Chakraborty , II Year, BA Journalism
By Shubhakanki Ghorui, III Year, BA Journalism
On March 10, 2017, IFIM College conducted an International Conference ‘FUSION
2017’ on “Emerging Trends in Governance for Sustainable Growth”.

The inaugural ceremony of the conference commenced with an introductory
speech delivered by Shyam Balachandran, College Secretary of IFIM followed
by an invocation song sung by Ms. Nagambika, first year MBA student. The lamp
lighting ceremony followed next, where Prof. M. S. Lakshmi Narayanan (CAG, I
FIM Institutions), Prof. Venkatesh BB (Convener of Conference), Chief Guest Prof. Ninje
Gowda and Dr. Sam Choon Yin (Guest of Honour) were present.

IFIM

College organized a National level Essay Writing Competition on
January 26, 2017 on the occasion of the 67th Republic Day.

The competition was IFIM College’s tribute to one of the best scholarly scientist,
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam who contributed significantly to our society
and inspired the youth. The contest was categorized into three educational
level – the first category was for PU/ 11th and 12th level, second category was for
UG
level
sudents
and
the
final
category,
PG
level.
Around twelve-thousand registrations were received from all over India for the competition.
The cash prizes for the three categories are - fifty thousand rupees for
first prize, twenty-five thousand rupees for second prize, fifteen thousand
rupees for third prize and seven concept prizes of five thousand rupees each. For the
12th and PUC level, the writing skills of the students were judged by
Mr. Michael Patrao (Senior Assistant Editor of Deccan Herald). Ms.
GM of Sri Basaveshwara PU College, Tiptur bagged the first prize. Ms. R. M.
Sanjana of Narayana PU College, Bengaluru and Ms. Chandana C of SGR
Kengeri Public School, Bengaluru won second and third prize respectively.
Apart from them, concept prizes were given to seven other students in the group.
The final judgment for UG level was done by Mr. Santosh Hegde (Former Judge of
Supreme Court of India).

Dr. Sam addressed the gathering; he defined the need of paper publications as it
can help to create awareness among the common people. He also gave an example
for political and educational governance explaining about the scenarios which took
place in Singapore. After his address, the sponsor of the conference SNEHITA
Foundations did a small presentation for the audience.

The first prize was won by Mr. Kalya Ankeet Rao, The Oxford College of Science,
Bengaluru. The second prize was given to Mr. Rohit Kumar of Guru Gobind Singh
Medical College, Punjab.

The paper presentation on six different tracks took place post lunch. Dr. Manasa Nagabhushanam delivered a valedictory speech to the participants and congratulated them.
Following her, Mrs. Kalpana Padode (Chief Patron) of the International Conference
spoke on the governance of people for systematic functioning of society. Prof. Venkatesh BB, then announced the best paper award for respective categories.
The winners are Farzana P for Corporate Governance, Prof. Venugopal N for Socio-Cultural Governance, Dr. R. Gayatri for Environmental Governance, Dr. Geetha R, Kaushik
Das and Abinash Panigrahi for Economic Governance and Prof. Kusuma Ajay for Academic Governance. Sourav Kumar Jha and Torsha Ghosh from the student category
bagged the prizes. The conference ended with a vote of thanks given by Venkatesh BB.

The third prize was bagged by Ms. Harshita Bajpai of IFIM College, Bengaluru.
Seven concept prizes were also given to the students of the category.

KANYATHON 2K17 - Saving a Girl Child
By Ronit Chakraborty, II Year, BA Journalism

The IFIM Group of Institutions organized ‘Kanyathon’, a marathon run,
for a noble cause of “Saving the Girl Child”, in association with CRY
(Child Rights and You). The event was star-studded with the presence of
guests like Ms. Akshara Hassan (Actress), Mrs. Priya Bansal (Co-founder
of Flipkart), Mrs. Vinita Sur (Wife of Police Commissioner of Bangalore)
and Prof. M. V. Rajeev Gowda (Member of Rajya Sabha) At the onset of
the event, the registration for the two categories of run (5K and 10k run)
took place in Ananya Software Tech Park and IFIM Institution Campus
respectively.
The event kicked off with an entertaining RJ chat and activity session followed by a Zumba workshop that took place for the runners at the IFIM
amphitheater.

Founder’s Day
IFIM Group of Institutions celebrated their Founder’s Day
on February 23, 2017 marking their 22 years of excellence.
The college amphitheater witnessed the students and faculty of the institution gathering together to celebrate the institution’s legacy with the dignitaries.The day’s celebration
started with welcoming the dignitaries – Prof. Dr. Ranbir
Singh (Vice Chancellor of National Law University), New
Delhi and Ms. Debarati Sen (Managing Director of 3M).
First year UG student Meghna presented an invocation
song adding vibe to the lamp-lighting ceremony. Mr. V. B.
Padode (Founder, IFIM Institutions) welcomed the guests.
The man known for his words, yet again, delivered an
iconic speech about the various governmental issues and
economic uprisings of contemporary India. Followed by
him, Mr. Sanjay Padode (Secratary of IFIM Institutions)
greeted the gathering and shared the story of birth and
remarkable rise of IFIM, through these years, with his brief
presentation. As part of appreciating the achievements of
the faculty and staff, awards were given away to the chosen
ones.

At 7 a.m., the flag off for the runs took place from the IFIM amphitheater
and Ananya Software Tech Park. At 9 a.m., a short self-defense workshop
held in the amphitheater along with the prize distribution ceremony.
Under the women’s category, Akriti Verma took the first position in 10km
run and Ananya Deep bagged first place in 5km run. They were awarded
with Rs. 25,000 and a cycle respectively. Similarly, under men’s category,
Dinesh Kumar and Bharat won the prizes. The cycles were sponsored by
Mr. Krishna from Schnell Cycle World.
For the 5k run, Parul Yadav won the second prize from the women’s category and Prince Kumar Tiwari from the men’s category who were awarded
with a cash prize of Rs. 5000 respectively. Pallavi Gupta bagged the third
prize from the women’s category and Kailash from the men’s category and
were awarded with cash prize of Rs.3000 respectively. The stellar event
ended with a photo session with the dignitaries and students.
The total amount of Rs. 4.75 lakhs collected from this event was handed
over to CRY by the college management. This NGO is working towards
the upliftment of the under privileged children.

Dr. Ramu was awarded the ‘Best Faculty of the year’ and
Mr. Mahadevan, Senior Librarian, was named as the ‘Best
Staff of the year’. One of the key speakers, Ms. Debarati
Sen, inspired the gathering with her speech on how one can
boost up the minds of the young generation and make the
best use of them for the development of our society.
The mementos to the Chief Guests were handed over by
Col. Rajesh Jaiswal (Member of Trustees) and Dr. Venugopal (Principal, IFIM Law College). The happy occasion
ended with a grand cake-cutting and few cultural programs.

Sports Day

By Pratibha Tiwari, II Year, BA Journalism

February 16, 2017 was celebrated as the Annual Sports Day of IFIM College.
All the UG students and faculty members took part in the event.The day started by 9 a.m. with the students and faculty gathering at the hostel grounds. As
the students got assembled in their respective houses, the inaugural function
took place. The inauguration of the sports day included torch lighting done by
Mrs. Surekha Shetty (Director of Student Services of IFIM Institutions) and
the torch march led by Sheikh Rehman (College Sports Secretary) was
followed by other house captains. An oath-taking ceremony took place to
maintain the spirit of sport and perform whole heartedly in the competitions.
Mrs. Surekha presided over the oath taking ceremony and also wished all the
participants to do their best in their respective games.

Cricket, football, 50m dash, 100m dash, medicine ball throw and shot-put
were the games conducted for boys. For girls, Kho-Kho, Throw ball, 50m
dash, 100m dash, medicine ball throw, tennis ball throw were conducted. The
event kicked off with the football tournament followed by other games.
The students showcased their talents and energized the crowd with their
sportsman spirit.

REPUBLIC DAY

By Torsha Ghosh, I Year, BA Journalism

On. the occasion of the 68th Republic Day, there were celebrations all
around the IFIM College where both the faculty members and
students came together for the day. The event started with flag hoisting ceremony followed by a classical dance performance by Lumina
Bose and Subhashree Pattanayak from the Department of Journalism.
A group song sung by the students of BBA department left everyone
in awe. The highlight for the day was the fusion dance performance
comprising all regional and religious diversites of India stringed
together and performed by the students. IFIM College has a diverse
culture with students coming from various parts of the country with
different cultural and social backgrounds. This diversity is an important element that IFIM offers along with education. Students feel
more connected and learn how to be united as a group despite of all
the differences. ‘Unity in Diversity’ is what the college firmly
believes in.

With such perspective, students easily mingle with one another and
open heartedly accept and embrace the cultural differences prevailing
between them. This depicts the actual form of patriotism. Many
students from various colleges were also present there for the day as
it was the day for the first ever National level essay writing competition conducted by the college.They were welcomed with open hands
by the IFIM family. They were a wittness for how things are done as
a unit in IFIM.

TOPPERS

Compiled by Surbhi Singh, III Year, BA Journalism

As an add-on package to the IFIM College Founder’s Day
celebrations, two days prior to the function, a blood donation
camp was organized by the YRC wing on February 21, 2017 in
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association with the Indian Red Cross Society. The doctors and
the organizers of the blood donation camp addressed the college
students in the auditorium. The short session with the students
helped them to explain the eligibility criteria, health benefits and
significance of donating blood.
At the camp, a formal talk about the act of donating blood to motivate the students was given by Dr. Anupama Natarajan. A total of
88 unit blood was donated by IFIM family in the camp.
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MBA and LLB students visited Cooperative Milk
Producers Society-KMF, Mandya District on
March 15, 2017.
BA Final Year
Students visited
Ramoji Film
City, Hyderabad
on February
24-25, 2017.

Workshops & Certificate Courses

By Victoria Chacko, III Year, BA Journalism

For the all-round development of the students, workshops and
certification courses were conducted by various departments.
These activities helped them to build their personality and make
them industry ready professionals. The Department of Computer
Applications conducted My SQL Inhouse Certification Course,
and a Workshop by IIT Mumbai on Php and My SQL that gave a
platform to the students to learn and get a chance to be associated
with the IIT group. The department is also set to conduct another
workshop on Linux along with a certification course by NIIT
Mumbai.

The students of BA Journalism had a guest lecture in
Career in Film Making and Directing by Niju Abraham
(Film Maker and Ad Director) on Feb 9, 2017. Mr. Niju
shared his experience on how he started his career and
discussed about the movies and ads he has made. He explained how a student can be successful by planning well
about his/her field of interest. Students actively interacted
with him and he was happy to answer their questions &
doubts. He took incident of his own to make students understand the real essence needed for creative field. To encourage students he said “As unpredictable as the field is,
The activities held by the BA Journalism department were very mo- it is also fun. You learn a lot, you teach a lot, you experitivating and peppy. On January 18, 2017, a workshop on ‘Personal ence everything”.
Branding’ was organised by a team of four members from INSPIRON. The main objective of the workshop was to enlighten the students on how to brand themselves to achieve success and self-satisfaction in life.
The Journalism Dept. also conducted a Certification Course
on Short Film Making from February 2- 3,2017. The course
focused mainly on the editing techniques and usage of camera
basics. It was a two-day course where the students were
divided into four groups and had to shoot short films on the
first day and on the second day they were taught the basics of
editing a film. Mr. Biju Mathew of Invati Productions Pvt.
Ltd was the trainer for the certificate course. By the end of the
course the students have successfully made four short films
namely - Tamar, Kajuraho, Dark Shadows and Black Birth.

Guest Lectures

By Tanuja Akkannavar, I Year, BA Journalism

A guest lecture was conducted by Mr. M. Shiva Kumar (Principal Consultant,
Dayananda Sagar University) on March 7, 2017 for B.Com, BBA & MBA
students organized by the Commerce Dept. . The topic of the session was 'Cross
Culture in International Business'. The much-emphasized topic in this session
was the diverse cultures present in the business world due to globalization. Mr.
M. Shiva Kumar explained about the international business meetings held in
different countries followed in their own culture. He gave a detailed explanation
about the business culture followed in Malaysia. Every country has their own
culture and it may or may not be accepted by the other countries. He explained
the causes of business clashes and collapses due to cross culture. The active participation of the students made the session interesting and Mr. M. Shiva Kumar
conveyed the magnificent information about cross culture in international business.

Ms. Binita Vartak (Associate Professor, Personality Enhancement Programmer, IFIM B-School) gave a guest lecture on “Enhancing the personality of an individual by improving communication skills”, to the
BBA 2nd year students on March 24, 2017. Prof. Binita started with
articulation sounds and movement of the mouth. She gave exercises
which involved the sounds of certain miss-pronounced syllabus like‘s’, ‘sh’, ‘v’, etc. Then to improve the speaking skills, she gave certain
tongue twisters to the students. Ms. Binita also gave a list of words
which are wrongly pronounced by Indians and taught them how to correctly pronounce it. She gave a list of single, double, triple and multiple syllable words. The session revolved around correct pronunciation
and non verbal actions to improve one’s personality.

Association Activities

By Pragyashree Das, II Year, BA Journalism

This quarter witnessed multiple activities under the associations of
every department.

BBA
The management association CURA had four activities. The first management association activity was Business Quiz. The event was conducted and
coordinated by Ms. Vandana Srivastava on January 6, 2017. The winner for
this activity was Team B (Pulla Anudeep and Meda Vineeth form II Year,
BBA) and runner up was Team C (Kevin Mathew and Sourabh KV, I Year,
BBA).

CURA conducted another event titled The Best Manager on Jan 19,
2017. The event was conducted by Subham Rana of BBA, II Year and
Ms. Reena Chopra. The Judges for the event were Ms. Swarnika Dixit,
Ms. Vandana and Mr. Asif Ali. The event was conducted in three rounds.
The first round was a general question round, it consisted of basic management questions. The second round was a situational round, critical
management situations were given to the participants who had to provide solutions. The third round was stress interview round. Participants
who qualified first and second round, were eligible for third round. In
this stress interview, questions were asked by Judges to check the capability of the participants to handle pressurized situation. The winner of
the event was Sonali Agarwal of BBA, I Year and second position was
shared by Japan Shah and Jahnav of BBA, I Year. Tarang of BBA, I Year
secured third position in this event.
The third activity was a presentation based on GST on Jan 30, 2017. The
event was coordinated by Ms. Reena Chopra. Five participants talked
about GST, its meaning, benefits, consequences, rules and exemptions etc.
Timir of BBA, I Year secured first position. Arun Prakash of BBA, I Year
secured second position and Prajwal of BBA, II Year was on third position. It was an exemplary presentation by all participants and was a
knowledge gaining session for all the students.
The fourth management association activity was Monopoly. It was conducted on March 27, 2017. The activity was to sell the products at a
higher price by convincing the customers. This fun activity had two
winners that is Subham Rana and Uma Rani of BBA, II Year.

BA
The Think Ink Association of the Journalism Dept. conducted three activities in this quarter. The first activity was Psychology Quiz, which was held
on Jan 11, 2017. It was conducted by dividing the students in six teams. The
second year students, Aadhyyan Kumar Singh and Pratibha Tiwari were the
Quiz masters. There were two rounds and the Questions were framed based
on the concepts related to psychology. The results were declared by the
panel of judges consisting of Mrs. Nagarathna and Miss Niji Nelson. The
winning team was Team 2 consisting of Arun P (II Year), Surbhi Singh (III
Year), Tanuja A. Akkannavar and Lumina Bose (I Year).
The second association activity was Reporting Skills which was conducted on Feburary 1, 2017. The students were asked to make a
self-captured video and present it as a reporter. The winner was Tanuja
from first year and runner up was Gowtham of final year.

The third association activity was making a Short Film with a social
message, which was conducted on Feb 8, 2017. It was an inter class
activity and each class was informed a month before to make a short
film on a social cause. Mr. Asif Ali and Mrs. Reena Chopra from the
BBA department where invited to judge the short film. The winners for
this activity were the final years with their movie ‘Apoorva’, which
was about a special child who is kept away from everything in the
society.

B.Com
The Department of Commerce had four association activities. The
first association activity was Role Play. It was conducted on Jan 13,
2017. The students of first year had participated in this activity in
their respective teams. The team consisted of 8-9 members and they
had to perform role play on patriotic theme. The winners for this
activity were Abhishek Garg, Amit Dubey, Vishnu CC, Manish
Kumar Panda, Rahul Kumar Jaiswal and Rounak Sharma (I Year,
B.Com).

The second association activity was IT Coding and Debugging which
was conducted on 8th Feb. 2017. The format of the coding and debugging entailed two rounds in which first was pen and paper based quiz
and the second was question based on C programming. The winner
for the activity was Rahul Kumar Singh from final year and runner up
was Mahesh Kumar from final year.

The second association activity was cooking management. There were 9
teams for this activity. The event was organized by Dr. Gitanjali. The judges
were from IFIM Business School and the IFIM College Principal. There
were some delicious dishes like sandwich, aloo chats, bhel puri and many
more prepared by the participants. The winners for the activity was Team
Cookery’s Mafia from III Year, B.Com and the runner up team was SMS
team from III Year, B.Com.
The third association activity of the Commerce Dept. was Extempore,
which was conducted on Jan 31, 2017. The students were given topics like
Demonetization, Venture Capital, etc. The judge for the event were Dr.
Gitanjali and Dr. Sanchita. The winner for this activity was Lawrence, II
Year B.Com and the runners up were Anjith Raju and Saritha II Year and
III Year B.Com, respectively.

Languages
The language association conducted an ‘Extempore and Recitation’
competition for the students. These competitions were in English,
Hindi and Kannada languages. The winner for the English Extempore
was Omkar Mohanty from BBA II Year, for Hindi Extempore was
Prena Kumari from BCom, II Year and for Kannada winner was Prajwal M, II Year BBA.
The winner for the English Recitation competition was Nischita M
from B.Com II Year, for Hindi Ashish Yadav of B.Com II Year and for
Kannada is Prajwal M of II Year BBA.

The fourth association activity was Business Quiz which was conducted
on March 21, 2017. The event was organized by the final year students of
B.Com. There was a preliminary round in which some of the students were
eliminated and eight teams went to the main round. The main round covered topic of current affairs in economy and business. The winners for this
activity were Sandeep from the final year and Manish from first year.
The fifth association activity was Best Manager, which was conducted on
March 22 and 23, 2017. There were four rounds for the activity that is aptitude
for the first round, group discussion for the second, presentation for the third
and stress interview for the last round. The winner for this activity was Manish
from first year and runner up was Rohit from final year.

MBA

BCA
The IT club had two association activities. The first activity was showing video
documentaries on Startup. Post the documentary presentation there was a Q&A
session.

The MBA students conducted The Best Manager Competition. There
were four rounds for the activity that is aptitude for the first round,
group discussion for the second, presentation for the third in which,
there were different topics which was given on spot and stress interview for the last round. The winner for this activity was Nagambika S
and runner up was Venkatasai Suma Ooha.

